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lyrics

Derailment
fed up
with being nervous and seeming weak
always bored and always violent
with tired cops put right to sleep
and while the summer burns away
you take to all this trainwreck shit
you’ll make the same mistakes your parents did

you’re not a god, (you’ll never be)
you’re not important (no not to me)
you bought the talent (came with the slip)
you saw the ghost now i’ll watch you choke on it

i spent time in make believe
its fucking pointless they expect me to do everything
while bumping elbows
i’ll fake apologies as if we’re meeting
my time is wasting
when’s the last time when you felt anything?
besides retreating into nothing

but could you turn your back?
this smell that i emit is pure fucking cosmic energy
and no one ever got anywhere
by standing by themselves 
or being themselves.

now i’m all alone, but stronger than ever
friendships i’ve made and maintained will not define me
but they’ll instill a sense of purpose in this so called life
a juggernaut couldn’t stop this blunt energy
this fucking energy

Crustfuck
whats up
i rule
two feet over the finish line
and all my friends are just behind
but they all really hate me
but i still won’t stop
my patience is at zero for you fucking dweebs
i hate you why don’t you go put on more girl pants and die

chug 4loko til i fucking die

what the fuck 
is wrong with all you
at least i care about my future 
cause right now doesn’t matter
go from school, to practice
to home to school to practice
i think i’ll die of fucking heart failure because my kids will end up just like you fags

chug 4loko blindly run into the woods i hope you find me dead

Slug
i see you’ve grown up a lot
you see the world around you
hesitate to sing you to sleep
now i’m jumping through the floor to fuck you

time to eat the slug and just move on

this unconditional truth
‘cause everything is real
i don’t want to fucking die
i’m nervous but i’m not afraid
take pictures of yourself
so everyone will see
how popular you are
i’ll wait for this train forever

Everything Is Real
violence
still moves you
the way it always used to 
make the silence
go longer
makes normal things more awkward
but it helps me
feel better
about all that i’ve forgotten
but now i can’t stand 
the sight of a mirror or humans

i’ve stolen
i’ve broken
i’ve ravished 
i woke up
to screaming the name of my son

but i’ll still
maintain the
visage of
a god
so you know that
still haven’t won

i wish i could
muster the 
strength for “i love you”s
or to quench this undying thirst

